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Bitcoin with Newton’s Aron Pataki  
Interviewer: 

The mystifying and sometimes controversial cryptocurrency Bitcoin has had a volatile time as of late. In BNY Mellon 
Investment Management’s “Agents of Change” podcast, Newton’s Aron Pataki discusses the pros and cons of this 
unique form of electronic cash.  

Aron Pataki: 

Bitcoin, the mysterious money of the internet captured the imagination of many investors over the last couple of years. 
There are three main reasons behind this interest cryptocurrency is raw as a form of payment, there's a substantial 
rise in value since they were created a decade ago and the perennial surge for long term store of value in the era of 
heightened geopolitical risk. Now public opinion is widely split between people who think cryptocurrencies are 
revolutionary, some suggest that cryptocurrencies will do to the banks what email did to the postal industry.  But some 
believe that cryptocurrencies may show the sign of historical bubbles but some take a more measured view still 
thinking about Bitcoin no conclusions yet not endorsing, neither rejecting it.  

So what is Bitcoin and what problem is it trying to solve? Now Bitcoin was created by Satoshi Nakamoto (whose 
identity remains unknown).  He emailed in 2008 a white paper outlining the technology to a cryptocurrency mailing list 
which was subsequently corded up as an open source code and it was created to provide a new form of payment to 
be used instead of Euros, Dollars and other traditional currencies.  In essence it's a pay to pay electronic cash system 
which is fundamentally different from existing payment systems due to the lack of third party mediators, central banks, 
credit card companies and so on. 

And it was really intended to solve the problem of lack of trust between counterparties making and receiving 
transactions due to fraud. In the current system we are reliant on a central third party to verify transactions and keep a 
record of them and also protect individuals from fraud.  Now we pay for this verification, record keeping and for 
protection through transaction costs but also loss of privacy with transactions, third parties, credit card companies 
keep a record of our identity.  Now Bitcoin is based on a different system, a decentralised system which offers far 
more privacy. Another interesting question is, is Bitcoin money?  Is Bitcoin going to replace traditional currency as the 
form of payment?  To be able to answer that question we really need to look at the role of money in an economic 
sense cash/money has remained as medium of exchange so a form of value for goods and services and Bitcoin has 
made some progress in this area but is still not being actively used by many retailers so it doesn't really tick this box.  
The second one is unit of account, measure of value of goods and services and certainly Bitcoin hasn't really reached 
this mile stone due to its extreme volatility Bitcoin is not currently used as a unit of account but it is used as a long 
term store of value. 

Unlike traditional assets Bitcoin is not backed by physical assets however there is some expectation that Bitcoin is 
going to be around, is going to survive therefore potentially it could be used as a long term store of value.  Now a 
couple of interesting facts about Bitcoin probably not many of you know that the first Bitcoin transaction was made to 
purchase a pizza.  Now back then this is a big deal because not many retailers accepted Bitcoin for goods and 
services.  In fact then initially Bitcoins remind they were literally worthless it cost a couple of cents to buy a Bitcoin. 
Now the first official documented purchase didn't take place until 2010 when someone bought 2 pizzas for 10,000 
Bitcoins and the worth for 10,000 Bitcoins at the time was about £20.   The worth of 10,000 Bitcoins in January, 2018 
was closer to a hundred million pounds - very expensive pizzas.  Another interesting fact about Bitcoin mining Bitcoin 
is very energy intensive, mining Bitcoin is dependent on two main factors computational power, the hash rate, and 
mining difficulty. Now one would think that with a rise of computational power it has become easier to mine Bitcoins 
but actually a rise in difficulty has prevented this from happening. In fact computational power needed to mine new 
Bitcoins is so intensive that individuals can no longer mine Bitcoins they need to pull resources across computers and 
that is very energy intensive. 

And the third interesting fact is that when someone makes a Bitcoin transaction then the identity of the person, the 
name of the person, is not used in any form only the public Bitcoin address is available.  However, when we make a 
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Bitcoin transaction there is a distributed ledger which is created which is fully transparent.  And through a public 
Bitcoin address it's possible to actually see how many Bitcoins a person has and what transactions the person made 
with those Bitcoins and this is really how the FBI busted the owner of the Silk Road.  

So how is Bitcoin different from existing payment systems?  Bitcoin was created to be decentralised and there's no 
central third party determining its value.  In addition it was created with a predetermined number of fixed units of 
Bitcoins, 21 million of them, and therefore there is very limited if any risk of devaluation due to a rise in money supply.  
Now Bitcoin solves the transaction cost issue and also the trust issue by creating a distributed ledger,  a block chain 
which is a public full record of all transactions that provide the history but also the proof of ownership of every single 
Bitcoin in circulation. It's like an open book that anyone has access to. Computers called nodes keep a record of this 
distributed ledger therefore there's no requirement for a central third party to maintain the ledger therefore removing 
the power of that single institution. 

And then we have individuals, companies called miners which are responsible for maintaining the ledger and they do 
that by very fine transactions.  And for their time, effort and computational power contributed to the system they 
receive rewards in the form of Bitcoin which keeps them in the system.  So the technology itself is revolutionary it 
created a completely new system of payment.  And if you think about the existing payment system all updates to it 
their incremental updates to the 16th Century system that we're using the decentralisation of the record keeping 
process is revolutionary because it makes individuals active participants rather than passive recipients within the 
system.  And the financial users are very wide ranging and there are a lot of applications of it. Which brings me to the 
next topic that I wanted to cover, the digital cash and some of the other applications of the technology, the rise of 
Bitcoin but also the question about the future of cash have been the breeding ground for a completely new concept, 
digital cash issued by central banks. For example in Sweden cash has been in structural decline in the economy 
therefore the central banks started to investigate and assess the application of digital money, digital cash and its 
impact on the financial system.  Now the technology and the concept itself is very promising but there are some 
design questions that need to be considered. 

And one of these is that if the competition between different forms of currencies/cash intensifies which is becoming 
realistic then a central bank issuing 'fear money' and controlling its money supply through commercial banks would 
directly compete with independently issued cryptocurrencies and with time probably also with digital cash issued by 
other central banks.  And of course if people change and switch to a large extent then the central bank would lose its 
monetary power within the national economy.  Another problem is if people would switch a large portion of their 
savings from commercial banks to digital cash held by central banks then money creation through commercial banks 
would seize and that would completely redesign the existing financial system.  Now both of these problems could be 
potentially addressed simply by active design but also controlling level of access.  But of course it's not just the 
currency space where the distributed ledger technology can potentially change the way transactions are done but also 
in many other fields for example cross border payments, the transfer of value has been always a slow and expensive 
process and this is particularly true for cross border payments.  And the distributed ledger technology could simplify 
this, take some costs out but also make it far more transparent. There are a lot of other areas of finance where the 
technology could be transformational, for example share trading.  Trading securities always involved many layers of 
middle-men now the distributed ledger technology could cut out some of these redundant layers, could speed up the 
settlement process but potentially also improve trade accuracy. 

And one of the other areas where potentially it can revolutionise the way transactions are done is smart contracts.  
Smart contracts allow agreements and transactions to be automatically executed and smart contracts could enforce 
compliance and obligations to all parties without involvement of a middle-man.  So you can see that there are many 
different applications, the technology is very promising but cryptocurrencies in Bitcoin in particular which are based on 
these technologies do appear to show some signs of historical bubbles.  And certainly if you look at the value of 
Bitcoin or the value of other cryptocurrencies such as Ripple, Litecoin then you can see that the value of these 
cryptocurrencies has gone up many fold over the last couple of quarters, 2017 in particular.  And in our view this 
clearly shows how lower interests rates cheap money combined with financial engineering, financial innovation and 
leverage can push up the price of financial assets.  And we think that the bubble that we witnessed in these 
cryptocurrencies in 2017 probably marks the peak of financialization within the current business cycle. 

Financialization is concerned about financial markets becoming so dominant then rather than serving the economy 
they actually start driving them. 

Unorthodox monetary policy since the credit crunch has been very effective in pushing up financial asset prices, But it 
had relatively limited impact on the real economy and certainly did not translate into the desired CPI and RPI inflation 
that central bankers were hoping for and they came with a lot of distortions and also unintended consequences.  And 
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one of the distortions that they created is that they increased the size of financial markets to an extent where financial 
markets are the economy.  

So where are the financial imbalances in the current cycle?  Many of them will only be visible when the bubble bursts 
but some of them are easier to spot.  So what are the conclusions of all this? Well financial markets now dwarf the real 
economy, this has been exacerbated by monetary policy that was targeting higher asset prices and there are now a lot 
of distortions which cause greater risks to economies than before. 

Interviewer:  

What do you think are the main risks on cryptocurrencies regulation and, or problems with the technology? 

Aron Pataki: 

Regulation is a big problem so for example the key funding currency of Bitcoin was Chinese Renminbi and then when 
individuals used Bitcoin to transfer value out of the country abroad then you know regulators came in and shut Bitcoin 
trading in China and the same thing happened two days ago in India. So regulations certainly a problem because a lot 
of people used it actually to transfer value out from companies where there are capital controls and of course it's used 
for illicit trade and so on.  So I think regulation is a key problem but the underlying technology is very promising.  So if 
you think about the distributing ledger technology and its financial applications that is something very interesting and 
promising. 

Interviewer:  

So Aron, cryptocurrencies a pinnacle of financial folly or an irreversible revolution? So I was thinking about revolution 
so for a revolution to be successful surely there must be universal understanding of what the revolution’s about?  So I 
was thinking in terms of cryptocurrencies a lot of people don't use a universal language some people discuss it as flat 
cash, flat money, and others say well it might be crypto but it's not a currency so therefore does this revolution have 
legs? 

Aron Pataki: 

Certainly we think that the technology on which Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies are based is very promising and there 
are a lot of financial use cases but cryptocurrencies and Bitcoin in particular we think is in a bubble territory it is 
showing some signs of historical bubbles.  And in our view it does mark actually the peak of financialization in this 
cycle. 

Interviewer:  

Okay, so you talk about bubbles there.  How much does history repeat itself because we had the internet bubble 
which exploded in 1999, we had the mortgage subprime debt, do you foresee that cryptocurrencies are going to are 
headed towards the same way? 

Aron Pataki: 

There are some parallels but we think the financial impact of a correction in cryptocurrencies is not going to cause a 
major upset in financial markets. 

Interviewer:  

You talked about ledger there, there is potentially another question around the role of distributed ledger and central 
banks? 
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Aron Pataki: 

There are a couple of design questions that need to be addressed if too many people switch from existing form of 
payment to cryptocurrencies then obviously the central bank would lose its monetary power within the national 
economy so that is a design question and potential problem going forward.  But there's also another one if people 
switch their savings account from savings and retail banks to digital cash held with a central bank then potentially 
money creation through commercial banks would cease and that would just redesign existing financial system. 

Interviewer:  

I have focused on the negatives of cryptocurrency, give us the benefits? 

Aron Pataki: 

Well it's not really the cryptocurrencies I think it's the technology that underlines these cryptocurrencies and the 
financial use case as an application are very wide ranging. So digital cash issued by central bank is definitely 
something that is interesting and it's promising and certain central banks are actually investigating the applications of 
it. Another financial use case is in share trading which always involved a lot of layers of middle-men, the distributed 
ledger technology could cut out some of these redundant layers and of course could simplify the process and make 
the settlement quicker and also improve trade accuracy so that's very promising.  And one of the most interesting 
areas in which this technology could revolutionise the way transactions are done is probably smart contracts, which is 
a completely new concept where the smart digital contract could execute transactions and agreements and also 
enforce obligations across all parties without the involvement of middle-men.  And that's again a great benefit of the 
technology. 

Interviewer:  

It sounds like a perfect example of lean management? 

Aron Pataki: 

Yes, absolutely it cuts out the cost and reduces complexity and also takes out some of the middle-men. 

Interviewer:  

That was Newton’s Aron Pataki, part of BNY Mellon Investment Management on Bitcoin. Thank you for listening.  

-END- 
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